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Fortune Reels, a mesmerising oriental 6-reel slot with an impressive 46,656 
ways to win, is perfect for players who seek the thrill of the big win�

With the popular Hold the Jackpot bonus enhanced with new reel layout and 
new Bonus symbols, Fortune Reels guarantees a memorable slots experience 
every time� Wilds expanding towards the top of the reels and Sack symbols 
awarding extra prizes will help players spin their way to great riches in the 
base game as well�

May the Year of the Ox bring your players good fortune and huge wins in 
Fortune Reels!

        

Game Title:

Game type:

Game features: Hold the Jackpot bonus, Expanding Wild, 
Sack symbol, Gamble Feature, Buy Feature

Reels / Ways to Win:

RTP:

Volatility:

Min bet:

Max win:

Unique Wazdan Features:

Supported Platform:

Languages:

Supported OS:

Currencies:

Markets:

Fortune Reels

Slot Games

96�12%

Volatility Levels™ (Low, Standard, High)

All currencies & cryptocurrencies
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The Hold the Jackpot bonus is triggeered by 6 Bonus symbols� Players are granted 3 Re-spins and each new Bonus symbol appearing on the reels resets the counter 
to 3� In the Hold the Jackpot bonus round players collect five types of Bonus symbols: Golden Coins awarding prizes ranging from 1x to 10x player’s bet, Jackpot 

Coins granting Mini, Minor and Major Jackpots, Golden Ox Coins that accumulate all values from Golden Coins drawn on the reels below and multiply them randomly 
by 1-9x, Money Tree symbols that randomly add from 3 to 8 Golden Coins to the reels below, as well as Mystery symbols which can transform into any Bonus 

symbol� Filling up all 27 reels with Bonus symbols of any type awards the Grand Jackpot of 1000x player’s bet� All prizes, including Jackpots, are summed 
up at the end of the bonus round, giving players a chance for huge wins!

Hold the Jackpot
Popular bonus round with new and exciting features
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Golden Coin Symbol 
6 Bonus symbols in shape of Golden Coins activate the Hold the Jackpot bonus� Golden Coin 
symbols award prizes ranging from 1x to 10x player’s bet� 

Golden Ox Coin Symbol
Golden Ox Coin accumulates all values from Golden Coins drawn on the reels below amd 
multiplies them randomly by 1-9x�

Jackpot Coin Symbols 
Jackpot Coin symbols can randomly appear during the Hold the Jackpot bonus round and award 
corresponding Jackpots: Mini Jackpot of 20x player’s bet, Minor Jackpot of 50x player’s bet and 
Major Jackpot of 150x player’s bet�  Multpile Jackpots of the same type may be won during the 
bonus game�
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Money Tree Symbol
Money Tree randomly adds from 3 to 8 Golden Coins to the reels below� If a new Golden Coin 
is added to a reel position already occupied by a Golden Coin symbol, it increases its value�

Special Bonus symbols (Jackpot Coins, Golden Ox Coin, Money Tree, Mystery symbol) can only appear on the top row of the reels, while 
regular Bonus symbols (Golden Coins) can only appear on the four remaining rows�

Mystery Symbol 
Mystery symbols can randomly appear during the Hold the Jackpot bonus round and transform 
into any Bonus symbol (Golden Coin, Jackpot Coins, Golden Ox Coin, Money Tree)�  Mystery 
symbols open one by one at the end of the bonus round�
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Sack Symbol
Drawing a Sack symbol and up to 5 Bonus symbols at the same time awards an extra prize 
accumulated from Bonus symbols�

Expanding Wild Symbol 
Wild symbol expands towards the top of the reel and substitutes for all symbols except for Bonus 
symbols and Sack symbol�
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Unique Gamble Feature
Want to double your win? Try your luck in our Unique Gamble 
Feature! You can do it up to 7 times!

Buy Feature
Not a big fan of waiting for your favorite bonuses to appear? 
With our Buy Feature they will happen at your wish!
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Volatility Levels™ 
With our slots you can enjoy freedom of choice! Control your 
gameplay with three Volatility Levels™�

Ultra Fast Mode
In a hurry for Big Wins? Choose Ultra Fast Mode and enjoy 
a rapid and exciting game!

Big Screen Mode 
Enjoy the bigger picture with larger reels view that fills the 
entire screen!

Find out more about Unique Wazdan Features here�

https://wazdan.com/en/unique-wazdan-features
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Explore the benefits 
of Cash Drop
This intuitive promo tool boosts players’ experience and increases 
KPIs� What`s more, Cash Drop can be launched on every Wazdan`s 
game without any integration�

Want to find out more? 
Check out all about the Cash Drop promo tool here�

https://drop.wazdan.com/
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Celebrate the Chinese Year of the Ox 
with Fortune Reels and Hold the Jackpot!


